Atlantic Canada Trail Association
Destination Trail Evaluation

INTRODUCTION
Since the 1990s, trail groups in Atlantic Canada developed an extensive network of high
quality hiking, walking and cycling trails. These trails are key tourism assets and
increasingly are a vital aspect of the region’s tourism appeal.
The Atlantic Canada Trails Association (ACT) is a regional partnership advocating the use
of cycling, walking and hiking trails throughout Atlantic Canada as a means of generating
both social and economic benefit for all four Atlantic Provinces. ACT therefore has a key
role to play in the evolution and development of trails in the region.
The mandate of ACT is as follows:
1. Develop and market high quality trail experiences that will help to position
Atlantic Canada as a recreation and tourism destination
2. Encourage cycling, hiking, walking and non-‐motorized trail activity in Atlantic
Canada as a means of generating both social and economic benefit for the region
3. Provide guidance to local and regional trail organizations on developing and
maintaining sustainable destination trails
4. Provide a framework to local trail organizations for the development of
marketable trails in Atlantic Canada
5. Encourage research and education on the benefits of trails
Within this mandate, ACT has developed a destination trail assessment tool (DTAT). The
purpose of the tool is to evaluate the tourism potential of trails in Atlantic Canada
through a comprehensive assessment of trail experience, infrastructure, amenities and
supporting components (such as web sites, etc).
The DTAT consists of 3 components;
1. Summary overview of the destination trail concept and a user guide describing
the components of the assessment and providing illustrated examples of best
practices,
2. Trail profile (questionnaire) to be completed by the trail manager or
representative of the trail organization
3. Comprehensive trail evaluation form to be filled out based on site inspection by a
person knowledgeable about both tourism and destination trails.

W HO W ILL USE THE ASSESSM ENT TOOL
Trail Groups and organizations will use the assessment tool to determine whether or not
an existing trail addresses all of the elements required of a Destination Trail. Ensuring an
assessment methodology for destination trails based on consistency of criteria will aid
trail groups in developing a regional product that can leverage and maximize funds,
travel experiences, and economic and social benefits within the respective provinces and
within the region.

HOW W ILL THE ASSESSM ENT TOOL BE USED BY TRAIL GROUPS
Each item listed in the Destination Trail Assessment Tool has the elements required of a
Destination Trail and only if all elements exist can an existing trail be designated,
marketed and promoted as a Destination Trail. The Trail Assessment Tool provides trail
groups and their partners with a report card to evaluate potential destination trails in
Atlantic Canada. This report card is intended as a developmental tool, identifying gaps
and areas that need improvement in order to ensure destination trails offer a quality
experience. In addition to this overview and user guide, the destination trail assessment
tool has two parts:
1. Trail profile to be filled out by the trail manager.
2. Evaluation form that includes the following sections:
a. Pre-trip
b. Entry and Access Points
c. On the Trail
d. Trail design
e. Trail experience
f. Communities and Services
g. Other aspects
The final section of the evaluation form provides an opportunity for a brief overview of
strategic issues that affect the potential of the trail as a tourism product. This may also
provide a summary of strengths and weaknesses for each trail.

DESTINATION TRAIL: A DEFINITION
Destination trails have the highest tourism and recreation value offering a variety of
experiences such as walking, hiking, and cycling. They are major regional tourism
attractions and are considered economic revenue generators.
A destination trail draws people for reasons as diverse and individual as those who use it.
Generally it is set in a distinctive landscape that reflects a region's most distinguishing
characteristics such as views, natural features, culture or heritage. A destination trail is
often "themed," elicits a "WOW" factor.
A destination trail encourages ease of continuous movement through a potential system
of linear, looped and linked pathways that are separated from traffic. Some destination
trails will be accessible to all, while others will attract a focused market niche. A

destination trail has high quality standards for design, maintenance and amenities. It has
trained and knowledgeable staff and/or volunteers dedicated to the management and
maintenance of the trail and its amenities, who provide good quality tourism services.
Destination Trails generally fall into 5 categories; Day-use trails (accessible to most
types of users), Wilderness Trails, Linear multi-use trails, Linear walking trails and Urban
trails. Each of these trails has distinct characteristics as defined in the table below.

TRAIL CATEGORIES
Leisure day-use trails ( accessible

to all types of users)
Built to a front country standard, these are generally short and medium length walking trails that
encourage day use. They frequently provide access to specific natural or heritage features (such
as viewpoints, waterfalls) etc. and often include interpretation. They appeal to a wide scope of
users including family groups and individuals with a low to moderate level of fitness. The corridor is
generally wide enough for hikers to walk together and to pass each other. Users have access to
tourism services such as food and beverage outlets, shopping, etc.

Wilderness hiking trails
Wilderness (or backcountry) trails are longer and more challenging hikes, either single day or multiday (with camping or huts), suitable for fit hikers without mobility limitations. The experience
often involves a personal challenge. The trail corridor is generally narrow and hikers walk in single
file. They are skewed towards hikers who are primarily self-sustaining during the experience and
few if any products or services are required while on the trail. Related tourism services may be
available before and after the hiking experience.

Linear multi-use trails
Multi-use linear trails generally connect communities. They often allow entry to trails at various
points along the trail's span. They may also connect national and provincial parks and other
tourism and recreation assets. The entire system may be multi-day (sometimes weeks) but linear
trails are more often done in sections, with heaviest use close to communities. The experience of a
linear trail may be as much about the communities and attractions along the way as on the natural
features of the trail route. These trails attract a wider catchment group of users seeking tourism,
leisure and recreation experiences (soft adventure) Users have access to tourism products and
services. While there may be a variety of user types, cyclists predominate on multi-use linear trails.
As a result, the corridor is more open with wide curves, minimal slopes and compacted gravel or
paved surface.

Linear footpaths
As above but suitable for walking/hiking only. Linear walking trails may have a wilderness
orientation or like multi-use trails, they may have a cultural theme and intersect frequently with
communities. Corridor is generally designed to wilderness or front-country standards.

Urban/suburban walking and multi-use trails
Often in an urban setting, these trails are available to the broadest number of users with varying
skill levels. Casual and day users predominate. Primary activities include walking, running, cycling,
and other active transportation modes as well as family oriented activities. Tourism products and
services are readily available close-by. Urban trail are generally wide enough to accommodate large
numbers of users and may be paved or gravel surfaced.

The ACT trail assessment tool
The following provides an outline of the components of the ACT trail assessment tool, indicating,
(in each case) standards that a destination tool should seek to achieve. We have provided
examples of trail projects that provide and illustrate the standard or best practice for teach
particular component.

Pre-trip
Web site
The Great Allegheny Passage (GAP), Web page
A destination trail should offer
clear and comprehensive
information and planning tools to
the prospective visitor. Web site
(or web information) is the key
source for most trail users and
therefore a web-site should be
well-designed, addressing the
needs of the tourist. Key
components are:
•
Trail description
•
Location
•
Accurate maps,
planning tools, and easy
to understand route
options
•
Information about trail
conditions and safety
•
Information about food,
accommodation and
other services on or
nearby the trail
•
Suggested itineraries

Best Practice:
The Great Allegheny Passage
web site
(http://www.atatrail.org/)
provides complete information
that includes comprehensive
information on tourism services.

Sample community page:

Bruce Trail Web Site: detailed information
The Bruce Trail web site provides
excellent information on wayfinding systems and sign
iconography.
http://brucetrail.org/

Getting there
Clear information and good wayfinding (road signage etc.)
should be provided to enable
visitors to easily find the
entrance to the trail.
Best practices:
Canada’s National Parks have
developed new road signs that
are clear and highly visible.

Ochre Trail, Terra Nova National Park

Entry Point
Parking:

Heart Creek Trail, Kananaskis

Attractive, well-maintained parking areas
should be conveniently located and
adequately sized.

Trail entry signs and
information
Clear, well-designed trail signs should be
located at each entry. Ideally, signs should
include an accurate map of the trail and
the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length and duration of trail
Level of difficulty
Activities allowed
Seasonal information
User rules & guidelines,
Safety & contingency
information
Wildlife information &
warnings
Trail organization & contact
information

Heart Creek Trail, Kananaskis

Heart Creek Trail, Kananaskis

On the Trail
Hiking/walking
Navigation
A destination Trail should provide adequate trail navigation tools to ensure that the trail route is
clear to all users. The following tools should be considered:
1.
2.
3.

Trail map is available.
Clear instructions should be provided at the trail-head (trail distance, travel time, safety
guidelines, user responsibilities).
Trail markers must be adequate and appropriate. In some cases, the trail may be well
defined because of ongoing maintenance, traffic, etc. If this is the case, distance markers
and signs at intersections may be sufficient. However, if the corridor is not well worn or
could be unclear or where the corridor crosses open areas (barrens) and especially if there
is a possibility of fog, frequent markers are required. Trial markers should always be clearly
visible and can include marks on the ground, on trees or posts.

Trail Navigation

Prospectors Trail, NWT

Trail should be well-defined with visible,
well designed markers. In addition, an
accurate map should be available on line
or through other sources.

Construction and maintenance
1.
2.
3.
4.

Trails should be in good condition, with a hard stable surface and generally dry, free of
erosion, clear of windfalls and debris.
Trail construction and maintenance should be sensitive to ecological and aesthetic factors.
Washrooms must be maintained and kept clean.
Trails and associated viewing areas, parking, campsites, etc should be clean. Ideally, there
should be frequent trail sweeps to remove garbage, etc.

5.
6.

Handrails and structures (bridges and steps) where they exist, must be in good repair
(railings should be tested annually).
Signs should be in good condition.

Construction and maintenance
Trail should provide a clear right of way,
free of litter and debris.
Trail tread should be free of erosion and
ideally with a dry stable surface.
Boardwalks, bridges and signs should be in
good repair.

Heart Creek Trail, Kananaskis

Cycling
Trail navigation
Trails should be well defined with visible,
well-designed markers. In addition, an
accurate map should be available on line
or through other sources. Signs should
indicate locations of amenities and ideally
provide information on community hubs.

The Great Allegheny Passage (GAP)

Construction and maintenance

Kananaskis Cycling Trail

Trails should provide a clear right of way,
free of litter and debris.
Trail tread should have a hard smooth
surface. If it is gravel, it must be hardpacked and rolled.
Bridges and signs should be in good
repair.

Caraquet Cycling Trail

Trail Design
Destination trails should be designed to provide the following attributes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A high quality, multi-dimensional trail design that highlights the most interesting and
extraordinary features of the natural and cultural landscape.
A trail design that creates interesting view-planes, crossings and possibly trail corridor
features such as elevated footpaths, etc.
Trail design that provides maximum diversity.
A trail design that makes the experience enjoyable for visitors (i.e. appropriate corridor
size, grades, alignment, quality of tread and infrastructure such as bridges, steps, etc.).

Trail Route and Alignment
•
•
•

•

•

Stanley Park

Trail head is accessible by roads
in good condition
Trail corridor is continuous and
minimizes conflicts with vehicles
Trail provides diverse visual
perspectives of natural features
and local communities
Trail provides access to
viewpoints and unique ecology
and other points of interest
Trail design includes examples of
innovation

Stanley Park and the Baywalk system in
Summerside both provide examples of an
unban trail that has parallel surfaces for
different users.

Summerside Baywalk

The Bruce Trail
The Bruce Trail incorporates interesting
landscape features and view-planes into
the trail alignment.

Louise Falls, NWT
A spiral staircase at Louise Falls in NWT
shows an interesting example of
innovation in trail design.

Environment
The design of a destination trail should
mitigate negative environmental impacts.

Skyline trail, Cape Breton National Park

Safety

Heart Creek Trail, Kananaskis

A destination trail should provide clear
safety related information and guidelines
such as trailhead safety information, web
site information and warning signs to
indicate significant hazards.
Where the trail crosses or is adjacent to
roadways, adequate measures should be
taken to buffer against vehicle conflicts.
The Heart Creek Trail has clear bold signs
that indicate where conditions become
more hazardous.

The Grand Canyon provides
comprehensive information on safety near
the entry point to the backcountry trails.

Grand Canyon

.

Interpretation

Inverness Trailway

Interpretation on destination trails should
provide clear and accurate information
relating to key trail themes.

Skyline Trail, Cape Breton National Park

Trail experience
General
A destination trail should have a brand or
theme consistent with the attributes of
the region and be consistent with key
tourism themes of the province.
Generally, a destination trail should
provide opportunities to experience the
most attractive natural and cultural
features of provincial landscape.

Kananaskis Country

Natural Features

Milford Trek, NZ

A destination trail features and includes
panoramic view-planes and a diversity of
landscapes, extra-ordinary geographic
features and recognized natural
phenomena.
In addition, the trail may feature
significant ecological features and
ecological diversity.

Grand Canyon

West Coast Trail

Cultural features

Hadrian’s Wall, UK

A destination trail is associated with
a distinct cultural or historic theme
and includes cultural and historic
features and attractions.

Machu Pichu

Communities and Services
Linear Trails
Tourism Services
Communities along the trail should feature
the following:
•
Outlets for groceries and
supplies
•
Attractive cafes and restaurants
•
Unique or attractive
accommodations
•
Services (above) that support
trail users

•

Trail features rest areas,
activities (such as swimming)
and agri-food outlets.

Access to Communities
Communities along the trail are clearly
marked and, if necessary have access
corridors.

Package and Itinerary
Development
A linear trail should be suitable for
development of multi-day itineraries.

Confederation Trail, PEI

Transportation
Options for transportation (eg. shuttle
service or baggage) should exist in the
vicinity of the trail

Washrooms
Clean, well-maintained washrooms are
available and clearly marked.

Shuttle service; Grand Canyon (south rim)

Litter
Garbage and recycling bins are available
along the trail.

Urban Trails
Washrooms

See above

Clean, well-maintained accessible
washrooms are conveniently located to
the point of entry.

Litter

“

Garbage and recycling bins are available in
the vicinity of the point of entry.

Community Services
Outlets for snacks and beverages,
attractive cafes, restaurants and culinary
options and shopping are located in the
vicinity of the trail.
Rentals (cycling, cross country skis, etc.)
are available and identified on the web
site or trail map.

“

Other trails
Washrooms
Clean, well-maintained washrooms are
conveniently located to the point of
entry.

Litter
Clean and well-designed (animal proof)
garbage and recycling bins are located in
the vicinity of the trailheads.

Communities
Communities close to the trail offer
outlets for snacks and beverages,
attractive cafes, restaurants and culinary
options, attractive accommodations and
shopping.
Rentals (cycling, cross country skis, etc.)
are available and identified on the web
site or trail map.

Other aspects of the trail
Access to the Trail
Trail should offer options for self-check in,
access to parking and off-season use.

User Fees
Users fees (where they exist) must be
clearly identified with payment options,
exchange policies, etc.

Camping
Where camping is provided, campground
policies must be clear and communicated
on web site, etc. Campsites should be
clean and well maintained and site and
washroom locations adequately marked.

Feedback
A reliable user survey system should be
provided.

